Get the party started with Sony’s new
EXTRA BASS™ wireless speakers


Hear the deep and punchy EXTRA BASS™ with a new LIVE
SOUND mode that recreates the feeling of listening to a

live music gig
 Enjoy the freedom to take these wireless speakers
anywhere, as they are waterproof and dustproof with an
IP67 rating
 Use new ‘Party Booster’ to create the perfect party vibe
 Connect up to 100 speakers to make your party bigger and
better with Wireless Party Chain
The new SRS-XB41, SRS-XB31, and SRS-XB21 EXTRA BASS™ wireless
speakers from Sony are announced today - so your quest to find your perfect
party speaker can end here. With portability, durability, EXTRA BASS™ power
and LIVE SOUND mode at the forefront, Sony assures you these speakers will
provide the ultimate party wherever you go.
New LIVE SOUND mode
The sound quality of these speakers will completely steal the show, as they
create a 3-dimensional music experience which aims to make you feel as if
you are in the middle of a music festival, with singers performing directly to
you. This is down to the new DSP (Digital Signal Processor) and the angled
speaker that combine to provide a LIVE SOUND mode. With this mode on, you
can feel the sound spreading both vertically and horizontally. Additionally,
these speakers are designed to sustain and focus on “deep bass” & “punch
bass” which perfectly supports bass-heavy music such as EDM, grime and
hip-hop.
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Durable new features
The new fabric material design, which comes in up to 5 colours, means the
speakers are robust and washable -so the odd spillage will never be an issue.
They are also waterproof and dustproof with an IP67 rating, meaning you can
enjoy the speakers on the beach, at a pool party or even put them in the mud
without worrying about damaging them! These mighty speakers are also
rust-proof, so even if you accidentally drop them in the ocean they can
survive.
The Sony EXTRA BASS™ range has been extended with these three speakers
and is better than ever, now even more outdoorsy and durable so they can
battle the elements of your day-to-day life.
Customize your party
Let the speaker be the host and entertain your mates with the new, playful
‘Party Booster’ feature. The speaker can be used like an instrument, and can
detect tapping from 5 different directions thanks to a built-in accelerometer
that generates a sound and lighting reaction. This creates a uniting party
experience full of interactive opportunities, all you need to do is tap and enjoy!
All the lights
With line lights in multiple colours, and speaker and flashing strobe lighting
effects, the XB41 will liven up any atmosphere by adapting to the music you
love to make it feel like a festival or in your favourite club. The XB31 has a
multicolour line light and a flashing strobe, while the XB21 has a single colour
line light. The lighting, paired with the sound features mean you can create an
effortlessly great night.
New Wireless Party Chain
For the first time, you can now build the bass with Sony speakers by
connecting up to 100 compatible (SRS-XB41/31/21) speakers together. You
can fill a room or build a wall to create a vast, powerful EXTRA BASS™ sound
experience and get all your friends involved.
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They are wireless and are designed so you can hand-carry them wherever you
choose. Being so compact alongside a 24 hour battery life12, you can bring
EXTRA BASS™ sound anywhere and the party can carry on all night long.
The SRS-XB41 model will be priced at approximately 2 400 kr and available
from April 2018, across Europe in black, white, dark red and dark blue.
The SRS-XB31 model will be priced at approximately 1 750 kr and available
from April 2018, across Europe in black, white, two-tone red, two-tone blue
and two-tone yellow.
The SRS-XB21 model will be priced at approximately 1 800 kr and available
from April 2018, across Europe in black, white, red, blue and yellow.

For product specifications, please visit:
SRS-XB41
SRS-XB31
SRS-XB21
For more Sony news, visit http://presscentre.sony.eu/

För mer information, vänligen kontakta:
Lene Agaard, PR Communications Manager Sony Electronics Nordic
lene.aagaard@eu.sony.com
Mobil: +45 43 55 72 92
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24 hour battery life is featured on XB41/XB31 models only, XB21 has a 12 hour battery life
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When lighting is off in Standard mode. The listed time may differ due to the surrounding temperature

and usage conditions.
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Om Sony Corporation
Sony Corporation är en ledande tillverkare av ljud, video, bild, spel, kommunikation
och produkter inom informationsteknik för konsumenter och för professionella
användare. Sony är, med delarna music och pictures, datorunderhållning och
online-verksamheter, unikt positionerat att vara det ledande elektronik- och
underhållningsföretaget i världen. Sonys totala försäljning under räkenskapsåret som
avslutades i mars 2017 uppgick till uppskattningsvis 76 miljarder dollar. Sonys
globala webbplats: www.sony.net
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